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Manufacturing auto parts and special-purpose machines
for FA

ASAKE SEIKO CO.,LTD.
Company representative
Masao Hirota
Capital
48 million yen
No. of employees
195
Business outline /Products

Location

1042-3, Toyoda, Kawagoe-cho, Mie-gun,
Mie 510-8122
Annual sales
6,500 million yen
Certification
ISO9001, ISO14001
Customers / Suppliers
Processing various precision parts for constant velocity joints NTN group companies
Engineering, manufacturing and assembling special-purpose
Denso Corporation, Aisin group and other
machines for FA
automobile-related companies
Overseas office Indonesia (Bekasi)
China (Dalian City)

Overseas
transaction

Yes

Selling points
Our mass production parts manufacturing business has been developed along with the growth of the automobile
and parts industry in and outside of Japan. The business unit for manufacturing special-purpose machines for FA
utilizes its high technical development capabilities to deliver machines and equipment to our customers' plants in
and outside of Japan, as well as to our own facilities in-house.

Technology / Product details
・Integrated processing is possible for mass production of shafts and components for constant velocity joints.
・Many machines for mass-production parts processing are made in-house, enabling maintenance by ourselves.
・Systems, know-how and hardware are available for many-kinds of small-lot production.
・An integrated production system, including design, assembly, installment and maintenance, for specialpurpose machines for FA has been established in-house.
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■ Special-purpose machines and production line equipment that are our strength in design,
manufacturing, assembly and modification
1) Automated machines and production line equipment for processing, assembly,
inspection and packaging
2) Special-purpose machines and assembly line equipment using a lot of multi-axis robots
of various types
3) Manufacturing special-purpose machines to support various PLCs (OK to designate)
4) Integrated assembly line equipment with production control and inspection capabilities
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Main equipment
Mass-production equipment (cutting machine, centering machine made in-house, lathe turning machine made in-house, roll
grooving machine, other dedicated NC lines; total 80 units)
Multi-purpose processing machines: 13 NC lathes, 6 grinders, 4 milling machines, 2 wire cutters, 6 machining machines,
etc.)

Contact

Dept. Corporate Planning Dept.
TEL 059-363-2263
URL http://asake-seiko.co.jp

Yoshihiro Kondo
FAX 059-363-2265
E-mail y.kondo@asake.com
Person
in charge

